NAS Quick Restore DVD

The Quick Restore DVD restores the NAS device and configures the internal operating system drives to factory defaults.

⚠️ **CAUTION:** If the NAS Quick Restore cannot detect the original Primary and Secondary OS logical drives, Quick Restore will erase all data on the drives. Refer to the *HP StorageWorks NAS Administration Guide* and the *HP StorageWorks NAS Installation Guide* for information on backing up data prior to performing a Quick Restore procedure.

Requirements

The NAS Quick Restore DVD requires that the console be directly attached to a keyboard, monitor, and mouse.

Instructions

1. Connect the console of the NAS directly to an attached keyboard, monitor, and mouse.
2. Insert the Quick Restore DVD.
3. Reboot the NAS server.
4. When asked to verify the restore press:
   - Q for English
   - O for Japanese
   - E to exit without restoring

⚠️ **CAUTION:** Once the restore has begun do not interrupt the restore process.

When complete, the DVD will eject and the system will automatically reboot.

**NOTE:** If your DVD-ROM drive has an automatic closing tray, ensure that the DVD is removed as soon as it is ejected. If the DVD is not removed, the tray will close with the DVD in it and the Quick Restore program will launch when the system reboots. If that happens, press E to cancel and then remove the DVD.

Follow the procedures in the *HP StorageWorks NAS Installation Guide* to complete configuration of the NAS device.